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Foreign direct investment i.e.. . FDI in the retail sector.

Lokpal Bill.

Internet content should be censored?

Film-makers are engaging in cinematic Fortitution in the name of folk culture.

Under Indian parliamentary democracy it is impossible to ensure balanced regional development.

Corruption is the core outcome of democracy in India.

In an over-regulated society, corruption is inevitable.

For the poorer sections of society, a state controlled economy is better than a liberalized economy.

The money being put into cricket is harming the development of other sports (SCMHRD) .

The formation of European Union has a drastic effect on India՚s trade.

Women՚s empowerment lead to social development.

Computers result in unemployment (FMS Delhi)

With IT replacing middle level management, soft-ware jobs are more lucrative than MBAs (S. P Jain)

Do you think accent holds you back? Would you prefer everyone speaking uniformly (XIM
Bhubaneswar) ?

Men resent women power at work place (NMIMS)

Youth in India are becoming greedy by the day (MICA)

MBAs should be taxed at higher rates in the country (IIMB)

India should be again organized into smaller states.

Managerial skills learnt from classroom can never match those learnt from experience.

who is responsible for eve TEASING: Boys or Girls.

Banning smoke in public place is a correct decision.

Criticism … Is good!

Should INDIA Change its National Game?

Should India stop trading and all other relations with pakistan?

Freshers are better then laterels!

western culture adopted by india fair or not?
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Religion is a private matter and should be no concern of the state.

Is corrupt but ef�icient politicians better than honest and in-ef�icient politicians.

Beauty contests do little to enhance the status of women.

Only one supwer power is better then two for world.

Women empowerment-Cause for increasing divorce rate in India?

MNS-cultural bullying or Localization.

Mobile phone-ban or boon.

Habit and routine have an unbelievable power to waste and destroy.

He who knows how to be poor knows everything.

Foreign Television Channels Are Destroying Our Culture.

Euthanasia: Do Or Not To Do.

Education and Success-Is There A Correlation?

Valentine day is harming our culture.

A ship Docked in Harbor cannot face the storms.

Every cloud has a silver lining.

Small is beautiful.

Growing BIG is boon or ban?

Idea to make India a superpower in 2020.

Obama՚s visit to India-gain or loss.

Intrusions in privacy is more crucial then security.

Kohinoor must be returned to india.

Life may start getting happier after 50.

Penalty shoot outs are an unfair way of deciding football matches.

Social network-Boon or Ban.

The government should stop �inancing the IITs and the IIMs, instead divert the money to primary
education.

Pro�it is the only business of business.

Democracy has hampered India՚s progress.

Principles of Mahatma Gandhi; are they valid today?

Growth and integrity are poles apart.

Satyagarh by Baba Ramdev.

Middle East Protests.
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Are we raising a generation of burnt out children?

Advertising is all glitter and little truth.

Is bureaucracy a hindrance to economic reforms in India?

Sachin Tendulkar should not Retire.


